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Caption

MEMBERS’ RESERVES
Our purpose-built, temperature-controlled facility off ers 
members access to optimum storage conditions. Thanks to 
members’ support for this service, we’ve been able to hold our 
annual Reserves storage price has been held at £9.24 per case 
of 12 bottles (inclusive of VAT and insurance at replacement 
value). This is the second year in a row that we have been able 
to keep this price from rising and means that we continue to 
be the cheapest in the market off ering this service. Please visit 
thewinesociety.com/reserves for more detail.

IN-BOND RESERVES
Members can store their en primeur wines with The Society 
‘in bond’. Duty and VAT on wines stored in this way will be 
payable only when the wines are withdrawn from Reserves.

NOTES 
Wines are off ered in cases of 12, six or three as indicated. 

Please read the full terms and conditions for this off er set out 
on the enclosed order form and on our website before placing 
your order.

The Wine Society is a mutual organisation, so our 

members’ satisfaction is paramount. If, for any reason, 

you haven’t enjoyed a wine we want to hear about 

it and will happily off er a credit, a replacement or a 

refund. thewinesociety.com/promise

UNCORK
   with       confi dence

The Society’s Promise 
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Well-balanced clarets with finesse, 
freshness and attractive perfume

2021

2021BORDEAUX
AN IN-BOND OFFER

thewinesociety.com | 01438 741177

@THEWINESOCIETY1874

THIS OFFER WILL CLOSE AT MIDDAY, 
MONDAY 1ST AUGUST, 2022.
Place your order online or by calling us on 01438 741177.

Unfortunately we cannot accept orders after the above 
deadline as our allocation process will have started. 
Any remaining stocks may be available online at 
thewinesociety.com/enprimeur at a later date.

Château Belgrave
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Secure your share of 
in-demand wines that are still 

maturing in cellars in their 
country of origin, sold ‘in-bond’ 

at fi rst-release prices

The wines arrive in the UK 
after they’ve been bottled, a 
year or two after the vintage

Choose to take delivery of 
your wines once they are in 
the UK (duty & VAT payable) 

Make use of our purpose-built 
Members’ Reserves facility for those 
without a cellar of their own (duty & 
VAT payable either immediately or 

upon delivery to you)

Each wine has a suggested 
drinking window; ultimately, 
however, deciding when to 
pull the cork is a matter of 

personal taste.

Order

Bottling

Delivery

Storing

Drinking

OR

Choice of picking dates was one of the most crucial 
decisions facing growers. Heavy rain was forecast to hit 
Bordeaux at the end of September, but thankfully the 
weather forecasters got it wrong for the second year in a 
row and the deluge never materialised. Commercial aircraft 
help meteorologists to forecast correctly, and the paucity of air 
traffi  c led to unreliable predictions, normally vital to growers 
deciding when to pick. The many châteaux that gambled on 
there being no downpour and which decided to pick their 
cabernets in mid-October, made the right decision. The fi ne 
quality of cabernet sauvignon and cabernet franc, which give 
fi nesse and length of fl avour to claret, is a delightful feature 
of the 2021 vintage. Many châteaux also incorporated a 
proportion of late-ripening petit verdot in their fi nal blends, 
adding body to the wines.

The dry whites this year are super, with plenty of fresh, 
aromatic fruit backed up by citrus acidity. The best will age 
very well. And despite the desperately small yields, those who 
produced Sauternes made some absolutely superb, beautifully 
balanced sweet wines. Thanks to our excellent relations with 
the Sauternes producers, we have managed to secure some of 
the best wines of the vintage for members to enjoy in the years 
to come.

Cooler years like 2021 will become rarer in the future because 
of global warming. I believe that the style of reds produced 
in these vintages will become increasingly sought after by 
Bordeaux lovers looking for the traditional style of claret upon 
which this great region built its reputation over centuries.

HOW THIS OFFER WORKS
Orders by telephone and website will be accepted. If you would like to order via the 
website, visit thewinesociety.com/enprimeur

Orders need to arrive at Stevenage by midday, Monday 1st August, 2022 and will be 
processed thereafter. Members whose orders have been received by this date will 
receive confi rmation of their purchase by Monday 8th August, 2022 at the latest. 

WHAT THE PRICE INCLUDES
Prices shown include delivery to a UK address. They do not include excise duty or VAT.

Payment of duty and VAT, at the prevailing rate (currently £26.78 duty per 12 75cl-
bottle case, £13.39 per six-bottle case and 20% VAT payable on wine and duty) will be 
requested once the wines are removed for delivery or collection from Stevenage. 
The wines will arrive in summer 2024, please see the website for more precise timings 
nearer the time.

Once the wines arrive, members may opt to have them delivered within the UK or 
stored in Members’ Reserves.

IF DEMAND EXCEEDS SUPPLY
We have access to good quantities of wine, but it is possible that demand may exceed 
supply for some wines. If this happens, we share out the available stock equally 
amongst ordering members. If this still does not allow every member to have some 
wine, then as a fi nal resort we allocate the available stock by groupings, calculated 
via members’ level of support for The Wine Society. If an original choice cannot be 
provided, we will off er a similar wine as a substitute. Please visit thewinesociety.com/
enprimeur for more details.

The details
The style of the vintage marks a return to a classic mould 
of Bordeaux of former decades. The reds have bouquet, 
freshness and delightfully silky tannins, and whilst they 
will be easy to drink relatively young, don’t be fooled: they 
have the balance to age well too. Alcohol levels are between 
1% and 2% lower than in recent years, which will come as a 
relief to the many Bordeaux drinkers longing for a return to 
the less ‘high-octane’ wines of the past. 

The French use the word digeste to describe wines that make 
you want to reach for the bottle and pour yourself a second 
glass – the word perfectly captures the essence of the 2021 
reds. Whilst it is hard to compare vintages as each has its 
unique character, the style of the 2021s is reminiscent of 
vintages such as 1998 or 1996. Some growers also compare it 
with 2014 and 2001.

Whilst many lovely wines have been made, quality in 2021 is 
less consistent than in the last few vintages, and it was vital 
to taste the wines several times before selecting them for our 
en primeur off ers. I visited Bordeaux three times over the 
past few months in order to taste the 2021s, fi rstly at vintage 
time last October to talk to winemakers and taste a few tanks 
immediately after alcoholic fermentation, and then twice in 
April to taste cask samples. Diffi  cult decisions had to be made 
by winemakers throughout a particularly challenging growing 
season, which included localised spring frosts and widespread 
mildew, which particularly aff ected the merlot grapes. Well-
placed vineyards near the river in the Médoc, on the plateau 
of Pomerol and on the Saint-Emilion escarpment were hardly 
aff ected by frost and top growths can aff ord to spend time and 
money combating mildew in the vines. So yields vary hugely 
over the whole of the Bordeaux wine region, from close to 
normal to almost nothing for some Sauternes producers.

The 2021 vintage has produced many deliciously 
appetising, eminently drinkable reds and whites, 
and tiny quantities of high-quality sweet wines. 

BORDEAUX
2021

 Tim Syk� 

Classed growth Château Cantemerle

THIS OFFER WILL CLOSE AT MIDDAY, 
MONDAY 1ST AUGUST, 2022.
Place your order online or by calling us on 01438 741177.

Unfortunately we cannot accept orders after the above 
deadline as our allocation process will have started. 
Any remaining stocks may be available online at 
thewinesociety.com/enprimeur at a later date.
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*Individual drink dates for half bottles and magnums can 
be found online at thewinesociety.com/bordeauxep
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The ever-popular Château Beaumont

Tim, Nina Mitjavile and Jean de Boigne at Château de Pitray

Clearing out the must at Château Bouscaut
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RED WINES
 REF  DOZ

Château Pey La Tour Réserve,  CB6611 £65
Bordeaux Supérieur 
A wine that consistently punches well above 
its Bordeaux Supérieur appellation, this is a 
deeply coloured blend of 72% merlot and 21% 
cabernet sauvignon, with small amounts of 
petit verdot and cabernet franc completing 
the mix. Appealing dark-fruit notes with 
admirable freshness on the finish. Excellent 
value from this member favourite. Drink from 
2025 to 2030. 13.5%

Château de la Grave Nectar, Bourg CB6571 £78
The top cuvée from Château de la Grave is 
100% old-vine merlot. With deep colour and 
a restrained bouquet of damsons and dark 
chocolate, it displays plenty of appealing, cool 
fruit and finely layered tannins. Less richness 
than in recent vintages, but the wine has 
appealing freshness and lift. Drink from 2025 
to 2032. 13%

 REF  DOZ

Château Caronne Sainte Gemme,  CM29751 £95
Haut-Médoc  
Sadly 2021 is the final vintage of this 
perennial member favourite to be made by 
the Nony family, the property having been 
sold to Bernard Magrez. A high proportion 
of cabernet this year as most of the merlot 
was lost through frost. This is a crunchy, fresh, 
fragrant Bordeaux with attractive purity. Drink 
from 2026 to 2034. Magnums (CM29754@ 
£53 per three) and halves (CM29752@ £52 
per dozen) available* 12.5% 

Château Beaumont, Haut-Médoc CM29731 £103
An attractive Beaumont which displays all 
the hallmarks that members have come to 
love about this traditional estate. With supple 
texture and fine tannins, the 2021 will bring 
drinking pleasure over the short to medium 
term and is, as ever, one of the best-value 
clarets in the o�er. Drink from 2025 to 2033. 
Magnums (CM29734@ £53 per three) and 
halves (CM29732@ £56 per dozen) available* 
12.6%

Château Dutruch Grand Poujeaux,  CM29791  £115
Moulis-en-Médoc
Always a good-value buy from one of the 
Médoc’s most underrated communes, this 
is savoury and perfumed, with fine, grainy 
tannins. Grown on gravel, the blend has a 
high proportion of cabernet sauvignon (80%), 
with 15% merlot and 5% petit verdot. It displays 
savoury, appealingly perfumed dark-fruit 
character. Drink from 2027 to 2034. 13%

 REF  SIX

Château Lanessan, Haut-Médoc CM29771 £60
Another fine e�ort from a property that is 
consistently producing appealing, very 
drinkable wines. This is perfumed and fresh, 
with medium weight of fruit and a spicy finish, 
thanks to the 7% of petit verdot in the final 
blend. Good value. Drink from 2026 to 2035. 
13%

Madame de Pitray, Castillon Côtes  CB6591 £60
de Bordeaux 
The influence of Nina Mitjavile (whose family 
owns Tertre Roteboeuf in Saint-Emilion) as 
consultant winemaker at Pitray is clear, with an 
impressive leap in quality. Warm and round in 
the mouth with good concentration brought 
about by the tiny yields and high percentage 
of merlot in the blend. An excellent buy. Drink 
from 2025 to 2032. 13.5%

Château Puyguéraud, Francs  CS12591 £61
Côtes de Bordeaux 
A blend of 81% merlot and 19% cabernet franc, 
the latter picked over six weeks after the first 
merlot grapes. The wine displays creamy 
blue-fruit notes, with the cabernet adding a 
gravelly, mineral edge and structure to the 
finish. A fine e�ort from Nicolas and Cyrille 
Thienpont and always good value. Drink from 
2025 to 2033. 13.5%

Clos Floridène Rouge, Graves CM29721 £66
With aromas of liquorice, wood-smoke and 
wild strawberries, this is a wine of considerable 
freshness and energy. A medium-bodied 
blend of 70% cabernet sauvignon and 30% 
merlot with plenty of length on the finish. 
Drink from 2025 to 2036. 13%

 REF  DOZ

Château Reynon Rouge, Cadillac  CB6601 £88
Côtes de Bordeaux 
A juicy, fresh, medium-weight Reynon this 
year, with attractive red-fruit character on the 
nose, and good purity on the palate. Can be 
broached young but should age well for ten 
years. Drink from 2025 to 2033. 13%

Château Ampélia, Castillon  CB6581 £90
Côtes de Bordeaux 
A fragrant, easy-drinking blend of 80% 
merlot and 20% cabernet franc from François 
Despagne’s small estate, located on the 
Plateau d’Aiguilhe. According to François it 
was important not to overextract in 2021 in 
order to retain the balance and charm of the 
vintage. This he has clearly done. Drink from 
2025 to 2034. 13.5%

Château Cissac, Haut-Médoc CM29761 £92
The welcome is always warm at Château 
Cissac and the wines never disappoint. 57% 
cabernet sauvignon, 33% merlot and 5% each 
of petit verdot and malbec all add up to make 
a very complete wine with pleasing balance 
and finesse, and an underlying sweetness 
born of ripe cabernet. Benchmark left-bank 
claret, this will certainly appeal to the many 
members who follow it. Drink from 2026 to 
2035. 12.5%

To order, visitTo order, visitTo order, visitTo order, visit
thewinesociety.comthewinesociety.com
/bordeauxep/bordeauxep or call

01438 74117701438 74117701438 741177



*Individual drink dates for half bottles and magnums can 
be found online at thewinesociety.com/bordeauxep
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Tim and Frédéric Bonna� ous at Château La Garde
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 REF  SIX

Château La Garde Rouge,  CM30001 £78
Pessac-Léognan 
This well-located property (next door to 
Latour-Martillac) has made impressive quality 
strides in recent years, thanks to considerable 
investment by owners Dourthe. Made in its 
brand-new winery, this displays deep colour 
and plenty of scented red-fruit notes, and 
an elegance that is characteristic of the best 
wines of the vintage. The tannic structure here 
is very fine with all the elements in the right 
place. Drink from 2026 to 2036. 13%

Château Pindefl eurs, Saint-Emilion  CS12611 £90
From a vineyard rich in gravel and clay-
limestone this has deep colour and a bouquet 
of black cherry and leather. Well-integrated 
tannins add structure and lend the wine a 
mouthwatering freshness on the finish. 
Drink from 2025 to 2034. 13.5%

Château Le Boscq, Saint-Estèphe CM29971 £93
Proper, structured Saint-Estèphe character 
here and one of the stars in an impressive 
range this year from owners Dourthe, with 
50% cabernet sauvignon in what was strong 
vintage for this grape. Densely packed fresh 
black fruits with a well-balanced, classy palate. 
More firmness than many wines in 2021, with 
a tannic core that bodes well for a long life. 
Drink from 2029 to 2039. 13%

 REF  SIX

Château Capbern, Saint-Estèphe CM29941 £102
Scented blue fruit character here, with refined, 
savoury freshness, this year’s Capbern 
displays appealing fruit purity and finely 
honed tannins. One of the real successes 
from Saint-Estèphe this year, and always well 
priced. Drink from 2027 to 2036. 12.8%

Baron de Brane, Margaux  CM29691 £102
Appealing, fresh, crunchy fruit from Brane 
Cantenac’s second wine this year. The tannins 
are soft and easy going and the fruit has a 
plumpness that will appeal to those wanting 
to broach the wine relatively young. Plenty 
of pleasure here. Drink from 2025 to 2035. 
13%

Pavillon de Léoville-Poyferré,  CM29641 £102
Saint-Julien  
Pavillon is the second wine of Saint-Julien 
star Léoville-Poyferré and this year is a blend 
of 50% cabernet sauvignon, 34% merlot, 
9% cabernet franc and 7% petit verdot. This 
outshone the Moulin Riche that we tasted 
at the same time, revealing lovely scented 
blue-fruit notes and appealing density and 
roundness. A standout success. Drink from 
2025 to 2034. 13%

Château Les Cruzelles, Lalande de  CS12601  £105
Pomerol  
Noémie Durentou has fashioned an 
impressive Cruzelles this year which 
combines 65% supple, rounded merlot fruit 
with 35% fresh, crunchy cabernet franc. This 
has lovely texture, good mid-palate flesh and 
notes of wild red fruit and liquorice. Drink from 
2027 to 2037. 13.5%

 REF  SIX

Château Ormes de Pez, Saint-Estèphe CM29891 £105
A refined Saint-Estèphe displaying a bouquet 
of blackberries and dried lavender, this is 
a focused and expressive e�ort from the 
Cazes team. With crunchy fruit and fine 
tannins, Ormes de Pez is a property making 
impressive wines at sensible prices. Drink 
from 2027 to 2037. 13.3% 

Château Cantemerle, Haut-Médoc CM29741 £108
This showed well on all three occasions 
on which we tried it during this year’s visit 
to Bordeaux. Cantemerle always delivers 
benchmark left-bank character with plenty 
of appeal, and the 2021 is no exception, 
providing notes of cassis, mocha and a touch 
of spice on the finish. Good value. Drink from 
2026 to 2038. Magnums (CM29744@ £109 
per three) and halves (CM29742@ £112 per 
dozen) available* 13%

Château Belgrave, Haut-Médoc CM29961 £108
Another fine Belgrave this year, with classic 
cabernet sauvignon (65%) notes front and 
centre, and a healthy dollop of merlot (30%), 
with a small amount of petit verdot adding 
volume. Everything is in balance here, with 
savoury fruit and nicely layered, crunchy 
tannins. Drink from 2028 to 2038. 12.5%

Château Bouscaut Rouge,  CM29951 £110
Pessac-Léognan 
With ruby red colour and a lovely scented 
nose of redcurrants this is a medium-bodied 
and savoury Graves with notes of cigar box 
and dried herbs on the finish. The backbone 
of fresh acidity and grainy tannins suggest it 
will keep well. Drink from 2027 to 2040. 13.3%

 REF  SIX

Lacoste Borie, Pauillac  CM29811 £111
As always, a highly appealing and drinkable 
second wine from the charming Borie family 
of Grand-Puy-Lacoste. This has become a 
member favourite over the years, and for 
good reason thanks to its approachable 
Pauillac appeal and sensible pricing. Fresh, 
lifted red-fruit character and a nice pure finish. 
Drink from 2025 to 2032. 13%

Château Meyney, Saint-Estèphe CM29911 £117
A consistent performer of late, Meyney has 
made another highly drinkable wine this 
year, albeit in a less rich style than in recent 
vintages. Refined cabernet sauvignon 
combines with round merlot fruit and a goodly 
proportion of petit verdot (12%) to produce 
a very complete Saint-Estèphe. Drink from 
2028 to 2040. 13%

Château Siran, Margaux CM30021 £118
A scented, fleshy blend of mainly cabernet 
sauvignon (60%), with 28% merlot, 11% petit 
verdot and 1% cabernet franc, the wine 
reveals notes of blackberries and cedar with 
a suggestion of dried lavender on the finish. 
A fine reflection of the 2021 vintage with 
everything in the right place. Drink from 2026 
to 2040. 13%

Le Petit Ducru de Ducru-Beaucaillou,  CM29991 £123
Saint-Julien  
A highly impressive result this year, with 
much of the merlot that normally goes into 
the grand vin ending up in the blend. With 
crunchy, fresh, pure fruit this has alluringly 
supple texture and fine, savoury tannins on 
the finish. Drink from 2025 to 2035. 13%

Château Grand Corbin-Despagne,  CS12551 £125
Saint-Emilion 
François Despagne describes his 2021 as 
‘oceanic Bordeaux’, and you can see what 
he’s alluding to. Fresh, appealing cool merlot 
fruit combines with just under one-third 
cabernets franc and sauvignon, to produce 
a wine of singular style and vigour. This is a 
lovely, polished Saint-Emilion that delivers 
excellent value for money. Drink from 2027 
to 2038. 13.4%

THIS OFFER WILL CLOSE AT MIDDAY, 
MONDAY 1ST AUGUST, 2022.
Place your order online or by calling us on 01438 741177.

Unfortunately we cannot accept orders after the above 
deadline as our allocation process will have started. 
Any remaining stocks may be available online at 
thewinesociety.com/enprimeur at a later date.



*Individual drink dates for half bottles and magnums can 
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*Individual drink dates for half bottles and magnums can *Individual drink dates for half bottles and magnums can *Individual drink dates for half bottles and magnums can 
thewinesociety.com/bordeauxep

Tim Sykes with Lilian Barton tasting the 2021s

Château Langoa Barton in Saint-Julien

To order, visit
thewinesociety.com
/bordeauxep or call

01438 741177
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 REF  SIX

Château Batailley, Pauillac  CM29801 £165
With balanced, understated fruit alongside 
cigar-box, dark fruit and graphite notes, the 
2021 Batailley has lovely poise and promises 
to age gracefully. Typical Pauillac depth from 
mostly cabernet sauvignon (76%) alongside 
20% merlot and a dash of both cabernet 
franc and petit verdot. Drink from 2027 to 
2037. Halves (CM29802 @ £169 dozen) and 
magnums (CM29804 @£166 three) available* 
13.3%

Château Ferrière, Margaux  CM29931 £166
As with many left-bank wines this year, the 
proportion of cabernet sauvignon is higher 
than ever. The wine has super purity and fine 
tannin structure and will age well. Ferrière 
can be tightly wound and hard to taste when 
very young, but not the 2021, which has 
considerable appeal from the start. Drink from 
2028 to 2042. 13%

Château La Pointe, Pomerol  CS12561 £167
Lovely fruit purity and suave tannins mark out 
Eric Monneret’s Pomerol as a savvy choice 
this year. This is a sleek, well-proportioned 
wine with lifted fruit and appealing freshness. 
Drink from 2026 to 2035. 13%

Château Langoa Barton, Saint-Julien CM29841 £178
A delicious Langoa this year, the first vintage 
to be made in the Barton’ new cellar. It is a 
classic blend of 61% cabernet sauvignon, 
36% merlot and 3% cabernet franc, which 
exudes Saint-Julien character, revealing 
cassis, graphite and sweet vanilla notes, 
with fine-grained tannins and a cool finish. 
Drink from 2029 to 2040. 13%

 REF  SIX

Château La Croix Saint-Georges,  CS12501 £180
Pomerol 
This small well-sited vineyard next to Le Pin, 
Vieux Château Certan and Petit Village made 
full, well-layered Pomerol, from 95% merlot. 
Unshowy but very drinkable claret that is 
worth keeping a few years before broaching 
to unlock the full potential. Drink from 2029 to 
2035. 13.9%

La Croix Ducru-Beaucaillou,  CM29631 £195 
Saint-Julien  
This is an impressive e�ort from Bruno Borie 
and his team, with layered, cool, cabernet 
fruit to the fore, and very fine tannin structure. 
The wine has lovely balance, with plenty of 
mid-palate density, despite the relatively low 
alcohol. Drink from 2028 to 2038. 12.5%

Château d’Armailhac, Pauillac CM29661 £196
The first vintage to be made in the property’s 
impressive new cellar, this has lovely fruit 
purity and poise – this is clearly a château 
that is in the ascendancy. Medium weight, 
with good cabernet freshness and lift, and 
fine-grained tannins on the finish. Will provide 
plenty of pleasure in years to come. Drink 
from 2027 to 2036. 13%

 REF  SIX

Château Chasse-Spleen, Moulis CM29781 £133
Plenty of personality, as always, from this 
member favourite, which this year has 
produced a surprisingly fleshy, vigorous wine, 
with dark fruit and graphite character on the 
nose, and good mid-palate weight. Drink from 
2028 to 2040. Magnums (CM29784@ £134 
per three) available* 13%

Ségla, Margaux  CM29861 £135
Exclusive to The Wine Society en primeur, 
this medium-weight, savoury blend of 54% 
cabernet sauvignon, 43% merlot and 3% 
petit verdot displays a restrained bouquet of 
bilberries and dried herbs, with crunchy fruit 
texture and soft tannins. A silky, refreshing 
Margaux from the highly respected Nicolas 
Audebert. Drink from 2024 to 2034. 13% 

Château Angludet, Margaux CM29711 £137
A lovely, soft, fruity and elegant Angludet this 
year. The balancing acidity provides a delicate 
freshness and the ripe tannins will ensure 
early to mid-term drinking pleasure. 45% 
cabernet sauvignon, 35% merlot and 20% 
petit verdot make up the blend. Drink from 
2025 to 2035. Magnums (CM29714@ £141 per 
three) available* 12.5%

Château Pibran, Pauillac CM29851  £143
With well-placed vineyards located to the 
north of the Pauillac commune, this is a fresh, 
vibrant Pibran displaying good aromatic 
intensity and mineral grip. 63% cabernet 
sauvignon and 37% merlot from the Pichon 
Baron stable. Drink from 2026 to 2036. 13%

 REF  SIX

Haut-Bailly II, Pessac-Léognan CM29831 £159
Tiny volumes this year at Haut-Bailly, but 
what has been made is impressive. A blend 
of 70% merlot and 25% cabernet sauvignon, 
with small amounts of cabernet franc and 
petit verdot, both of which add character and 
structure. Plenty of pleasure here with some 
appealing fleshy fruit on the mid-palate. Drink 
from 2025 to 2037. 13%

Château du Tertre, Margaux  CM29671 £162
With crimson colour and lively, crunchy 
cabernet fruit, this is a particularly good 
result in 2021 with silky tannins and plenty of 
scented red-fruit notes. Should start drinking 
relatively soon, but no hurry to broach it. Drink 
from 2025 to 2037. 13%
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 REF  SIX

Réserve de la Comtesse, Pauillac CM29871 £198
One of the best ‘second’ wines this year, 
the Réserve from Pichon Comtesse has 
maintained its suppleness, plushness and 
fine perfume thanks to the 36% of merlot in 
the blend. Nicolas Glumineau was particularly 
happy with the younger-vine merlot, which 
resisted the mildew and enhanced the final 
blend with its energy and creamy texture. 
Limited volume. Drink from 2027 to 2037. 
13%

Clos du Clocher, Pomerol CS12521 £207
With deep colour and plenty of cool, dark-fruit 
character, this is another lovely vintage from 
Jean-Baptiste Bourotte’s small property (just 
over 4.5 hectares) on the Pomerol plateau. 
Tannins are fine and ripe, and the underlying 
fruit reveals notes of damsons and bitter 
chocolate. Proper Pomerol. Drink from 2026 
to 2036. 13.5%

Vineyards in Saint-Emilion

Tim & the irrepressible Rémi Edange at Domaine de Chevalier
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 REF  SIX

Château Haut-Batailley, Pauillac CM29681 £230
An appetising blend of 70% cabernet 
sauvignon with the balance merlot, this is a 
château realising its full potential under the 
Cazes family (Lynch-Bages). A classically 
styled Pauillac this year with notes of pencil 
shavings and blue fruits. Will put on weight 
over the course of its élevage in oak barrel.
Drink from 2028 to 2041. 13%

Château Saint-Pierre, Saint-Julien CM29881 £230
Now fully organic, this is an impressive wine 
from the Martin family’s flagship property. 
Never showy, but always exuding class, this is 
a blend of 70% cabernet and 14% merlot, with 
smaller amounts of cabernet franc and petit 
verdot adding complexity. Refined texture 
and a long finish. Drink from 2030 to 2044. 
13.3%

Château Talbot, Saint-Julien CM29901 £236
‘Old-school’ appeared in our tasting notes 
on both occasions that we tasted the 2021. 
This is a wine that harks back to Talbots of the 
past, with savoury cabernet fruit to the fore, 
and notes of hedgerow fruit, pencil shavings 
and mocha co�ee. Balanced and fresh. 
Drink from 2028 to 2039. 12.8%

Château Giscours, Margaux CM30031 £243
With deep colour and sappy, ripe fruit this is 
a fresh, appealing Margaux. Notes of kirsch, 
brambles and dried herbs, with a certain 
plumpness on the palate. Plenty of pleasure 
here. Drink from 2028 to 2040. 13%

Château d’Issan, Margaux CM30011 £252
There has been a very noticeable jump in 
quality here, with the addition of recently 
acquired old-vine cabernet franc and petit 
verdot enhancing the grand vin. This wine 
is perfumed and elegant and will respond 
well to time in bottle as the tannins soften. 
Impressive. Drink from 2029 to 2040. 13.2%

Roc de Cambes, Côtes de Bourg CB6561 £260
Plenty of dark chocolate and berry fruit this 
year from François Mitjavile’s flagship property 
in the Bourg. Glossy, vibrant merlot combines 
with 15% cabernet franc to deliver a highly 
pleasing result. Less rich than recent vintages, 
but no less appealing. Drink from 2027 to 
2037. 13.7%

Château Durfort-Vivens, Margaux  CM29981 £260
Almost pure cabernet this year (97%), with a 
tiny splash of merlot. Gonzague Lurton and his 
team have fashioned a refreshing and vibrant 
claret from his well-respected biodynamically 
cultivated property in the heart of Margaux. 
Drink from 2029 to 2042. 13.4%

 REF  SIX

Château Bourgneuf, Pomerol  CS12571 £210
The usual blend of 85% merlot and 15% 
cabernet franc, this year’s Bourgneuf has 
medium fruit weight, and some nice grip 
on the finish. Appealing notes of damson 
and liquorice here, with tight-wound tannins 
suggesting it will need a while to reveal its full 
potential. Drink from 2028 to 2038. 14%

Château La Serre, Saint-Emilion CS12491 £210
A standout e�ort this year, and a wine with 
considerable finesse from the d’Arfeuille 
family’s property on Saint-Emilion’s limestone 
plateau. The blend benefits from 5% malbec, 
which lends the wine an appealing dark-
chocolate edge. Drink from 2027 to 2036. 
13.5%

Château Berliquet, Saint-Emilion CS12581 £229
A high proportion of cabernet franc this 
year (39%) adds a fresh, mineral edge to 
the merlot fruit. The wine is neither rich, nor 
concentrated, but has plenty of red cherry 
perfume and hints of white chocolate and 
cloves. An appealing, restrained Saint-Emilion 
from the same stable as Canon and Rauzan-
Ségla. Drink from 2028 to 2038. 13.5%

 REF  SIX

Domaine de Chevalier Rouge,  CM29821 £282
Pessac-Léognan  
Finesse and precision are the watchwords 
for this year’s grand vin from the Bernard 
family. The 80% cabernet sauvignon in the 
blend lends the wine appealing vinosity and 
vibrancy, with scented dark-fruit notes to the 
fore, and chewy tannins guaranteeing a long 
future. Benchmark Graves. Drink from 2030 to 
2043. 13%

Château Canon La Gaff elière,  CS12531 £324
Saint-Emilion 
The second superb vintage in a row from 
Stephan von Neipperg’s team, the blend 
of 45% cabernet franc, 35% merlot and 
20% cabernet sauvignon has more density 
than many of its peers this year, with notes 
of damsons, violets and a hint of tobacco. 
Vibrant and very likeable. Drink from 2028 to 
2040. 13%

Château Larcis-Ducasse, Saint-Emilion CS12541 £329
A super wine once again this year from a 
property at the top of its game. This is a 
refreshing, vibrant and elegant blend of 84% 
merlot and 16% cabernet franc from well-sited 
vines close to the town of Saint-Emilion. Notes 
of redcurrants, chocolate and a hint of vanilla 
sweetness on the finish. Lovely. Drink from 
2028 to 2040. 13.5%

THIS OFFER WILL CLOSE AT MIDDAY, 
MONDAY 1ST AUGUST, 2022.
Place your order online or by calling us on 01438 741177.

Unfortunately we cannot accept orders after the above 
deadline as our allocation process will have started. 
Any remaining stocks may be available online at 
thewinesociety.com/enprimeur at a later date.

 REF  SIX

Château Haut-Batailley, Pauillac CM29681 
An appetising blend of 70% cabernet 
sauvignon with the balance merlot, this is a 
château realising its full potential under the 
Cazes family (Lynch-Bages). A classically 
styled Pauillac this year with notes of pencil 
shavings and blue fruits. Will put on weight 

élevage in oak barrel.

 REF  SIX

CM29681 £230



*Individual drink dates for half bottles and magnums can 
be found online at thewinesociety.com/bordeauxep
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In the cellar at Château Bouscaut

Domaine de Chevalier
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 REF  SIX

Château Rayne Vigneau, Sauternes BW7261 £194
A rich blend of 71% semillon and 28% 
sauvignon with a splash of muscadelle, 
this is a fine e�ort displaying sweetness in 
abundance, and complex noes of peach, 
apricots and lemon zest. Good length on 
the finish. Drink from 2028 to 2045. Halves 
(BW7262@ £205 dozen) available* 13.5%

 REF  DOZ

Half bottle of Château Coutet, Barsac BW7272 £188
A top-notch Coutet this year, with intense, 
creamy notes of pear and marmalade, and 
a whistle-clean finish. Plenty of botrytised 
sweetness too. Made from a blend of 75% 
semillon, 23% sauvignon and 2% muscadelle, 
this is a hugely appealing wine with a 
promising future. Drink from 2027 to 2044. 13%

 REF  SIX

Château Doisy Daëne, Barsac BW7321 £160
A delicious (and exceedingly rare!) Doisy 
Daëne this year. With notes of caramelised 
apples, citrus and a hint of pineapple, the 
wine displays bags of noble rot character, 
with impressive balancing acidity. Fewer than 
250 cases were made so the wine was not 
o�cially released. But the Dubourdieus have 
given us an allocation that represents a high 
proportion of their production. Drink from 
2027 to 2046. Halves (BW7322@ £160 dozen) 
available* 13%

Château Haut-Bergeron, Sauternes BW7361 £100
The second vintage in a row that we have 
o�ered from what is clearly a château in the 
ascendancy. With mid-golden colour and 
notes of grapefruit and lanolin, this is a well-
balanced blend of 85% semillon and 15% 
sauvignon delivering pleasure in abundance. 
Drink from 2026 to 2040. Halves (BW7362@ 
£110 dozen) available* 13.6%

 REF  DOZ

Half bottle of Château  BW7302 £208
Sigalas-Rabaud, Sauternes 
Minute production this year due to frost, but 
what was made is very impressive indeed. 
Made from 100% semillon, the wine displays 
intense notes of grapefruit, honey and lemon 
curd, with a long precise finish. Drink from 
2026 to 2045. 13.5%

SWEET WINES
 REF  SIX

Château Duhart-Milon, Pauillac  CM29701 £336
A standout wine this year from a property 
that has made considerable strides in quality 
in recent years, largely thanks to investment 
both in vineyard and winery by the Rothschild 
family. Finesse and depth of flavour from 81% 
cabernet sauvignon and 19% merlot, with 
notes of brambles, liquorice and dried herbs. 
Drink from 2028 to 2040. 13%

 REF  THREE

Château Bélair-Monange,  CS12511  £338
Saint-Emilion
A fragrant, poised blend of 99% merlot, with 
just 1% cabernet franc this year, the wine 
has both elegance and power, with notes of 
damsons, tobacco and cedar. Plush, precise 
tannins add texture to the finish. Classy, cool 
and with a long finish. Drink from 2029 to 
2043. 14%

Tertre Roteboeuf, Saint-Emilion CS12431 £395
Amongst the most individual wines of all 
the top properties of Bordeaux. The 2021 
is a sleek, pure and beautifully balanced 
e�ort from François Mitjavile. Expect dense 
black-cherry and menthol notes with a hint of 
bitter chocolate on the finish and lithe tannins 
lending structure. Drink from 2028 to 2042. 
13.7% DRY WHITES

 REF  SIX

Clos Floridène Blanc, Graves BW7311 £72
Aromatic and minerally, this is a blend of 
equal parts semillon and sauvignon from 
the Dubourdieus, characterised by its lifted, 
crunchy green-apple fruit and lively acidity. A 
mouthwatering Graves that delivers excellent 
value. Drink from 2023 to 2029. 12.5%

Château La Garde Blanc,  BW7381 £93
Pessac-Léognan
The first vintage to be made in the stunning 
new cellar at La Garde, this is a super-fresh, 
tangy blend of 92% sauvignon and 8% 
semillon, grown on well-sited limestone soils. 
Notes of lemon posset and freshly mown 
grass. A property at the top of its game. Drink 
from 2023 to 2028. 12.8%

Château Bouscaut Blanc,  BW7341 £143
Pessac-Léognan 
This year’s Bouscaut blend is 70% sauvignon 
and 30% semillon, delivering complex notes 
of greengage, lanolin and dried herbs, with 
taut, lively acidity and impressive tension. 
A keeper. Drink from 2024 to 2031. 13%

 REF  SIX

Château Latour-Martillac,  BW7291  £143
Pessac-Léognan 
A tightly knit, sauvignon-dominant (57%) wine 
this year, with semillon bringing breadth on 
the palate. This will take time to unwind, but 
the fresh acidity and lifted, vibrant fruit will 
ensure a long life ahead. Drink from 2027 to 
2031. 12.8%

Domaine de Chevalier Blanc,  BW7331 £433
Pessac-Léognan 
Amongst the very best whites of the vintage, 
this is a taut blend of 65% sauvignon and 35% 
semillon, displaying lovely intensity and focus. 
Notes of apple, acacia and dried herbs, with a 
whistle-clean, mineral finish. Grand vin! Drink 
from 2028 to 2041. 13%

The dry whites this year are 
super, with plenty of fresh, 
aromatic fruit ”

“

 REF  SIX

Château Duhart-Milon, Pauillac  CM29701 £336
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2021 Taste of The Vintage
*2027 to 2031

A 12-bottle case containing one bottle of each of the 
following:
● Château de la Grave Nectar, Bourg 
● Château Caronne Sainte Gemme, Haut-Médoc
● Château Pey La Tour Réserve, Bordeaux Supérieur 
● Château Ampélia, Castillon Côtes de Bordeaux
● Château Beaumont, Haut-Médoc
● Château Cissac, Haut-Médoc
● Château Puygueraud, Francs Côtes de Bordeaux
● Château Lanessan, Haut-Médoc
● Madame Château de Pitray, Castillon
● Château La Garde, Pessac-Léognan 
● Château Reynon Rouge, Cadillac Côtes de Bordeaux
● Château Dutruch Grand Poujeaux, Moulis

ref OC5666 | £107

2021 Good-value clarets
*2026 to 2032

A 12-bottle case containing three bottles of each of the 
following four red wines:
● Château Cissac, Haut-Médoc 
● Château Beaumont, Haut-Médoc
● Madame Château de Pitray, Castillon Côtes de Bordeaux
● Château de la Grave Nectar, Bourg

ref OC5676 | £102

2021

MIXED CASES

*Drink dates for these mixed cases refer to the period 
when all the wines will be at their peak. Please refer to 
the individual wine for its recommended drink date.

Bordeaux 2021 old favourites
*2029 to 2035

A 12-bottle case containing three bottles of each of the 
following four red wines:
● Château Angludet, Margaux
● Château Langoa Barton, Saint-Julien
● Château Cantemerle, Haut-Médoc
● Château Batailley, Pauillac

ref OC5686  | £297

2021 Six classic communes
*2027 to 2034

A six-bottle case containing one bottle each of the following:
● Château Batailley, Pauillac
● Ségla, Margaux
● Clos du Clocher, Pomerol
● Le Petit Ducru de Ducru-Beaucaillou, Saint-Julien 
● Château Le Boscq, Saint-Estèphe 
● Château Pindefleurs, Saint-Emilion

ref OC5696 | £139

2021 Smart classics
*2029 to 2034

A six-bottle case containing one bottle each of the following:
● Château Batailley, Pauillac
● Ségla, Margaux
● Château Langoa Barton, Saint-Julien
● Haut-Bailly 11, Pessac-Léognan 
● Château Grand Corbin-Despagne, Saint-Emilion
● Château d’Issan, Margaux

ref OC5706 | £172

2021 Sauternes and Barsac halves case
*2029 to 2034

A 12-half bottle case containing three halves of each of the 
following four sweet wines:
● Château Doisy Daëne, Barsac
● Château Coutet, Sauternes 
● Château Haut-Bergeron, Sauternes
● Château Rayne Vigneau, Sauternes

ref OC5716 | £169

THIS OFFER WILL CLOSE AT MIDDAY, 
MONDAY 1ST AUGUST, 2022.
Place your order online or by calling us on 01438 741177.

Unfortunately we cannot accept orders after the above 
deadline as our allocation process will have started. 
Any remaining stocks may be available online at 
thewinesociety.com/enprimeur at a later date.

Château Bouscaut in Pessac-Léognan

*Drink dates for these mixed cases refer to the period 
when all the wines will be at their peak. Please refer to 
the individual wine for its recommended drink date.

THIS OFFER WILL CLOSE AT MIDDAY, 
MONDAY 1ST AUGUST, 2022.
Place your order online or by calling us on 

Unfortunately we cannot accept orders after the above 
deadline as our allocation process will have started. 
Any remaining stocks may be available online at 
thewinesociety.com/enprimeur

Château Bouscaut in Pessac-Léognan


